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Executive Summary

TetraScience provides the world’s only Scientific Data Cloud, which collects, centralizes, and harmonizes 

scientific data to accelerate and improve scientific outcomes and support customers to improve human life. In 

order to help our customers maximize the value of the Tetra Scientific Data Cloud™, TetraScience has created a 

full-stack offering. The delivery of these full-stack capabilities through our Tetra Catalysts will help you to get a 

better understanding of your current state in your scientific data journey, identify opportunities for 

improvement beyond your initial scope, and optimize and speed the deployment for your specific scientific 

outcomes, based on best practices and industry trends. 

What is Tetra Catalysts? 

Tetra Catalysts is a natively built, seamless, end-to-end data 

engineering, science and outcomes-based “cloud-and-Sciborg” 

solution which can fundamentally transform science. It includes 

a set of integrated full-stack capabilities with the Tetra Scientific 

Data Cloud that includes the Tetra Data Platform, proven use 

cases for dedicated scientific data workflows, the Tetra Partner 

Network and the engagement of our "Sciborgs".

Our Sciborgs uniquely combine scientific and technology 

expertise, and deliver an outcome-based offering by deeply 

understanding the needs of scientists and helping your

respective IT teams translate those needs into cloud-based 

scientific data solutions. This helps customers, (i.e., laboratory informatics) working at the intersection of science 

and technology design their data workflows to support science. 

TetraScience’s Sciborgs, scientific business analysts (SBA) and scientific data architects (SDA) complete the 

offering that is focused on maximizing the value of the scientific data of our customers. Scientific support 

engineers (SSE) deliver additional premium support for those that select the Strategic package.  Together, the 

team assists customers on an ongoing basis in discovering use cases and expanding the usage of the Tetra 

Scientific Data Cloud.

SOLUTION BRIEF

Tetra Scientific Data Cloud -
Tetra Catalysts

Tetra Catalysts is a natively 
built, seamless, end-to-end 
data engineering, science 
and outcomes-based “cloud-
and-Sciborg” solution which 
can fundamentally transform 
science. 

           Tetra Catalysts

The Tetra Scientific Data Cloud comprises 
the Tetra Data Platform for connecting, 
centralizing and engineering scientific 
data in the cloud, value-added use 
cases, as well as  the Tetra Partner 
Network, the largest partner network in 
life sciences. Our Sciborgs, Scientific 
Business Analysts and Scientific Data 
Architects, are supported by Scientific 
Support Engineers and complete our 
offering to help you maximize the value 
of your scientific data as fast as 
possible.

A significant element of Tetra Catalysts is the scientific use cases. Based on our expertise in life sciences, 

TetraScience has identified key data workflows for specific scientific processes that are highly repeatable and 

impactful for organizations to accelerate their processes, and to improve the use of their scientific data for 

better insights and innovation.

Tetra Catalysts are productized packages that:

  Support you in the identification of suitable use cases to uncover new, high impact insights

  Enable you to leverage a higher number of use cases which leads to further accelerated scientific outcomes

  Guide you to see a faster and better implementation of the deployment by the end users (scientists, data   

  scientists, data engineers, IT staff)

  Help you through change management that might be needed to replatform scientific data to the cloud    

  and leverage it for gaining new scientific insights

The value of Tetra Catalysts

To reduce time to market and costs, organizations across the life sciences industry are in the process of digitally 

transforming their businesses. To gain value quickly from their initiatives, companies need to deploy the right 

solution fast and leverage it quickly across the whole enterprise. Tetra Catalysts allow the biopharma industry
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to maximize the value of the Tetra Scientific Data Cloud and to do so in as little 

time as possible. 

Tetra Scientific Data Cloud already helps organizations get significant value from 

their scientific data to accelerate and improve scientific outcomes. The delivery 

of Tetra Catalysts will provide these customers a better understanding of their 

current state, identify the most critical areas for improvement beyond their 

initial scope and optimize the deployment for their specific scientific outcomes 

based on industry best practices.  For common scientific processes, other life 

sciences organizations have already used the Tetra Scientific Data Cloud to 

optimize workflows. 

By leveraging this experience, new customers can accelerate onboarding, 

maximize usage, and drive change management. Customers that opt for the 

Strategic package will also get access to executives of TetraScience’s Partner 

Network which will help them to get new industry insights.

By adding the Tetra Catalysts offering, you will be able to: 

   Leverage a complete product to handle the data of the entire value chain

   Gain data-related value in a logically sequenced and unified manner to     

   remove friction and optimize discovery and outcomes

   Minimize context shifting and errors via a dedicated and integrated team    

   of experts

   Ensure seamless data handoffs, maintaining integrity of the data model

   Lower your total-cost-of-ownership

   Reduce vendor and tool fragmentation, increasing accountability

   Build a strong and requisite foundation for advanced data science, machine  

   learning and artificial intelligence capabilities

   Most importantly, accelerate and improve scientific outcomes

Our engagement with 
TetraScience has been very
productive and the team 
assigned to us are very 
knowledgeable, proactive, 
and great to work with. 

Their prior experience with 
lab work is an asset when 
interfacing with our 
scientists and helps guide 
the system’s deployment 
and configuration. 

Looking forward to our 
continued partnership as 
we deploy and expand 
our TDP footprint.”

-  Sr Director Digital 

 Platforms,

 Biomanufacturing 

 Organization

Basic
 25% SBA and SDA
 Pooled resources

Advanced
 50% SBA and SDA

   Dedicated resources

Strategic
   100% SBA and SDA
   Dedicated resources

What do Tetra Catalysts include?

TetraScience offers different levels of engagement, Basic, Advanced and Strategic, allowing you to leverage 

TetraScience’s scientific and technical expertise based on your specific needs. 

Basic package 

The Basic package is focused on the identification and deployment of the most common use cases, which are 

scientific data workflows where automation has proven, high-value impact on the customer who deploys them. 

The Tetra Sciborgs (from a shared pool of resources) help to identify the as-is state, recommend improvement 

opportunities, use cases, and their impact and support their deployment through industry best practices.

Advanced package 

This package includes more exclusive engagement of the Tetra Sciborgs and additional user training, which is 

focused on the use cases for easier and better user implementation.

Strategic package 

The Strategic package provides maximum value to customers with three dedicated resources for the time of the 

engagement (SBA, SDA and SSE), access to Tetra U (the Tetra University Learning Management System) for 

comprehensive end user training to expand and maximize end user success, and periodic executive reports 

with actionable metrics. Strategically most relevant is the engagement on an executive level through 

interactions with executives from our Tetra Partner Network, partnering on strategic customer initiatives and 

leveraging the deep expertise of TetraScience in the life sciences data space, and the opportunity to join the 

Tetra advisory board to discuss features that are aligned with your digital transformation strategy.

Deployment

Tetra Catalysts cover key activities across the value chain from use case discovery to the design of the 

architecture to planning and implementation of the use cases. If you opt for the strategic package you will also 

get assessments of the impact and the business value.
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1.  Use Case Discovery

  a. As-Is state analysis – interviewing your scientists, analyzing the current state of    

    the workflows and documenting using detailed diagrams to show pain points and  

    areas for improvement

  b.  Identifying and prioritizing use cases – suggesting and agreeing on use cases     

    based on challenges to address and expected outcome

  c.  Risk analysis – identifying the disruptive impact of the change

  d.  Impact analysis - identifying the potential value of the change

2.  Architecture Design

  a.  To-Be state diagram – propose one or more ways of leveraging the Tetra Scientific  

    Data Cloud to accelerate and improve specific scientific use cases 

  b.  Identifying potential benefits for mutual goals – analyzing and quantifying the    

    potential value to be agreed on

3.  Planning & Implementation

  a.  Developing and managing project plan - creation of plan with milestones /      

     timelines, deliverables and responsibilities for the duration of the project;      

    monitoring and feedback on progress

  b.  Technical design and deployment of TetraScience solution - design and execution  

    of the deployment of the defined software solution

  c.  Implementing supported use cases

  d.  Operationalizing success metrics 

  e.  Use case verification - user acceptance testing (UAT) of agreed use cases

4.  Business Value & Impact Assessments (for Strategic Package only)

  a.  Training and enablement focused on maximizing the value of your scientific data

  b.  Best practices summary

  c.  Use case validation support – support of the customer who is validating the use    

    cases within their environment
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             d.  Measuring the impact / ROI and iterate – measure and adapt the ROI at each state

             e.  Periodic executive report – delivering executive reports about achieved and      

               expected value creation

             f. Opportunity to join the Tetra advisory board – discuss requirements and        

              expectations to  influence the future roadmap of the product and delivery

 

Summary

With Tetra Catalysts, TetraScience delivers unprecedented benefits for life sciences organizations that want to 

gain the maximum value of their scientific data as fast as possible. We provide you with a complete industry 

offering of a unique cloud solution, deep domain expertise in science and technology, and access to the 

partners of the largest ecosystem of scientific innovators. We can help ensure your scientific data 

transformation journey is successful, support your digital transformation initiatives and augment the value of 

your scientific data to accelerate innovation and time-to-market.
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TetraScience is The Scientific Data Cloud company with a mission to transform

life sciences, accelerate discovery, and improve and extend human life.

For more information on Tetra Scientific Data Cloud with Tetra Catalysts,
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and technology design their data workflows to support science. 

TetraScience’s Sciborgs, scientific business analysts (SBA) and scientific data architects (SDA) complete the 

offering that is focused on maximizing the value of the scientific data of our customers. Scientific support 

engineers (SSE) deliver additional premium support for those that select the Strategic package.  Together, the 

team assists customers on an ongoing basis in discovering use cases and expanding the usage of the Tetra 

Scientific Data Cloud.
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the Tetra Data Platform for connecting, 
centralizing and engineering scientific 
data in the cloud, value-added use 
cases, as well as  the Tetra Partner 
Network, the largest partner network in 
life sciences. Our Sciborgs, Scientific 
Business Analysts and Scientific Data 
Architects, are supported by Scientific 
Support Engineers and complete our 
offering to help you maximize the value 
of your scientific data as fast as 
possible.

A significant element of Tetra Catalysts is the scientific use cases. Based on our expertise in life sciences, 

TetraScience has identified key data workflows for specific scientific processes that are highly repeatable and 

impactful for organizations to accelerate their processes, and to improve the use of their scientific data for 

better insights and innovation.

Tetra Catalysts are productized packages that:

  Support you in the identification of suitable use cases to uncover new, high impact insights

  Enable you to leverage a higher number of use cases which leads to further accelerated scientific outcomes

  Guide you to see a faster and better implementation of the deployment by the end users (scientists, data   

  scientists, data engineers, IT staff)

  Help you through change management that might be needed to replatform scientific data to the cloud    

  and leverage it for gaining new scientific insights

The value of Tetra Catalysts

To reduce time to market and costs, organizations across the life sciences industry are in the process of digitally 

transforming their businesses. To gain value quickly from their initiatives, companies need to deploy the right 

solution fast and leverage it quickly across the whole enterprise. Tetra Catalysts allow the biopharma industry
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to maximize the value of the Tetra Scientific Data Cloud and to do so in as little 

time as possible. 

Tetra Scientific Data Cloud already helps organizations get significant value from 

their scientific data to accelerate and improve scientific outcomes. The delivery 

of Tetra Catalysts will provide these customers a better understanding of their 

current state, identify the most critical areas for improvement beyond their 

initial scope and optimize the deployment for their specific scientific outcomes 

based on industry best practices.  For common scientific processes, other life 

sciences organizations have already used the Tetra Scientific Data Cloud to 

optimize workflows. 

By leveraging this experience, new customers can accelerate onboarding, 

maximize usage, and drive change management. Customers that opt for the 

Strategic package will also get access to executives of TetraScience’s Partner 

Network which will help them to get new industry insights.

By adding the Tetra Catalysts offering, you will be able to: 

   Leverage a complete product to handle the data of the entire value chain

   Gain data-related value in a logically sequenced and unified manner to     

   remove friction and optimize discovery and outcomes

   Minimize context shifting and errors via a dedicated and integrated team    

   of experts

   Ensure seamless data handoffs, maintaining integrity of the data model

   Lower your total-cost-of-ownership

   Reduce vendor and tool fragmentation, increasing accountability

   Build a strong and requisite foundation for advanced data science, machine  

   learning and artificial intelligence capabilities

   Most importantly, accelerate and improve scientific outcomes

Our engagement with 
TetraScience has been very
productive and the team 
assigned to us are very 
knowledgeable, proactive, 
and great to work with. 

Their prior experience with 
lab work is an asset when 
interfacing with our 
scientists and helps guide 
the system’s deployment 
and configuration. 

Looking forward to our 
continued partnership as 
we deploy and expand 
our TDP footprint.”

-  Sr Director Digital 

 Platforms,

 Biomanufacturing 

 Organization
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to maximize the value of the Tetra Scientific Data Cloud and to do so in as little 

time as possible. 

Tetra Scientific Data Cloud already helps organizations get significant value from 

their scientific data to accelerate and improve scientific outcomes. The delivery 

of Tetra Catalysts will provide these customers a better understanding of their 

current state, identify the most critical areas for improvement beyond their 

initial scope and optimize the deployment for their specific scientific outcomes 

based on industry best practices.  For common scientific processes, other life 

sciences organizations have already used the Tetra Scientific Data Cloud to 

optimize workflows. 

By leveraging this experience, new customers can accelerate onboarding, 

maximize usage, and drive change management. Customers that opt for the 

Strategic package will also get access to executives of TetraScience’s Partner 

Network which will help them to get new industry insights.

By adding the Tetra Catalysts offering, you will be able to: 

   Leverage a complete product to handle the data of the entire value chain

   Gain data-related value in a logically sequenced and unified manner to     

   remove friction and optimize discovery and outcomes

   Minimize context shifting and errors via a dedicated and integrated team    

   of experts

   Ensure seamless data handoffs, maintaining integrity of the data model

   Lower your total-cost-of-ownership

   Reduce vendor and tool fragmentation, increasing accountability

   Build a strong and requisite foundation for advanced data science, machine  

   learning and artificial intelligence capabilities

   Most importantly, accelerate and improve scientific outcomes

Our engagement with 
TetraScience has been very
productive and the team 
assigned to us are very 
knowledgeable, proactive, 
and great to work with. 

Their prior experience with 
lab work is an asset when 
interfacing with our 
scientists and helps guide 
the system’s deployment 
and configuration. 

Looking forward to our 
continued partnership as 
we deploy and expand 
our TDP footprint.”

-  Sr Director Digital 

 Platforms,

 Biomanufacturing 

 Organization

Basic
 25% SBA and SDA
 Pooled resources

Advanced
 50% SBA and SDA

   Dedicated resources

Strategic
   100% SBA and SDA
   Dedicated resources

What do Tetra Catalysts include?

TetraScience offers different levels of engagement, Basic, Advanced and Strategic, allowing you to leverage 

TetraScience’s scientific and technical expertise based on your specific needs. 

Basic package 

The Basic package is focused on the identification and deployment of the most common use cases, which are 

scientific data workflows where automation has proven, high-value impact on the customer who deploys them. 

The Tetra Sciborgs (from a shared pool of resources) help to identify the as-is state, recommend improvement 

opportunities, use cases, and their impact and support their deployment through industry best practices.

Advanced package 

This package includes more exclusive engagement of the Tetra Sciborgs and additional user training, which is 

focused on the use cases for easier and better user implementation.

Strategic package 

The Strategic package provides maximum value to customers with three dedicated resources for the time of the 

engagement (SBA, SDA and SSE), access to Tetra U (the Tetra University Learning Management System) for 

comprehensive end user training to expand and maximize end user success, and periodic executive reports 

with actionable metrics. Strategically most relevant is the engagement on an executive level through 

interactions with executives from our Tetra Partner Network, partnering on strategic customer initiatives and 

leveraging the deep expertise of TetraScience in the life sciences data space, and the opportunity to join the 

Tetra advisory board to discuss features that are aligned with your digital transformation strategy.

Deployment

Tetra Catalysts cover key activities across the value chain from use case discovery to the design of the 

architecture to planning and implementation of the use cases. If you opt for the strategic package you will also 

get assessments of the impact and the business value.
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order to help our customers maximize the value of the Tetra Scientific Data Cloud™, TetraScience has created a 

full-stack offering. The delivery of these full-stack capabilities through our Tetra Catalysts will help you to get a 

better understanding of your current state in your scientific data journey, identify opportunities for 

improvement beyond your initial scope, and optimize and speed the deployment for your specific scientific 

outcomes, based on best practices and industry trends. 

What is Tetra Catalysts? 

Tetra Catalysts is a natively built, seamless, end-to-end data 

engineering, science and outcomes-based “cloud-and-Sciborg” 

solution which can fundamentally transform science. It includes 

a set of integrated full-stack capabilities with the Tetra Scientific 

Data Cloud that includes the Tetra Data Platform, proven use 

cases for dedicated scientific data workflows, the Tetra Partner 

Network and the engagement of our "Sciborgs".

Our Sciborgs uniquely combine scientific and technology 

expertise, and deliver an outcome-based offering by deeply 

understanding the needs of scientists and helping your

respective IT teams translate those needs into cloud-based 

scientific data solutions. This helps customers, (i.e., laboratory informatics) working at the intersection of science 

and technology design their data workflows to support science. 

TetraScience’s Sciborgs, scientific business analysts (SBA) and scientific data architects (SDA) complete the 

offering that is focused on maximizing the value of the scientific data of our customers. Scientific support 

engineers (SSE) deliver additional premium support for those that select the Strategic package.  Together, the 

team assists customers on an ongoing basis in discovering use cases and expanding the usage of the Tetra 

Scientific Data Cloud.

SOLUTION BRIEF

Tetra Scientific Data Cloud -
Tetra Catalysts

Tetra Catalysts is a natively 
built, seamless, end-to-end 
data engineering, science 
and outcomes-based “cloud-
and-Sciborg” solution which 
can fundamentally transform 
science. 

           Tetra Catalysts

The Tetra Scientific Data Cloud comprises 
the Tetra Data Platform for connecting, 
centralizing and engineering scientific 
data in the cloud, value-added use 
cases, as well as  the Tetra Partner 
Network, the largest partner network in 
life sciences. Our Sciborgs, Scientific 
Business Analysts and Scientific Data 
Architects, are supported by Scientific 
Support Engineers and complete our 
offering to help you maximize the value 
of your scientific data as fast as 
possible.

A significant element of Tetra Catalysts is the scientific use cases. Based on our expertise in life sciences, 

TetraScience has identified key data workflows for specific scientific processes that are highly repeatable and 

impactful for organizations to accelerate their processes, and to improve the use of their scientific data for 

better insights and innovation.

Tetra Catalysts are productized packages that:

  Support you in the identification of suitable use cases to uncover new, high impact insights

  Enable you to leverage a higher number of use cases which leads to further accelerated scientific outcomes

  Guide you to see a faster and better implementation of the deployment by the end users (scientists, data   

  scientists, data engineers, IT staff)

  Help you through change management that might be needed to replatform scientific data to the cloud    

  and leverage it for gaining new scientific insights

The value of Tetra Catalysts

To reduce time to market and costs, organizations across the life sciences industry are in the process of digitally 

transforming their businesses. To gain value quickly from their initiatives, companies need to deploy the right 

solution fast and leverage it quickly across the whole enterprise. Tetra Catalysts allow the biopharma industry
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Use Cases (Examples)
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to maximize the value of the Tetra Scientific Data Cloud and to do so in as little 

time as possible. 

Tetra Scientific Data Cloud already helps organizations get significant value from 

their scientific data to accelerate and improve scientific outcomes. The delivery 

of Tetra Catalysts will provide these customers a better understanding of their 

current state, identify the most critical areas for improvement beyond their 

initial scope and optimize the deployment for their specific scientific outcomes 

based on industry best practices.  For common scientific processes, other life 

sciences organizations have already used the Tetra Scientific Data Cloud to 

optimize workflows. 

By leveraging this experience, new customers can accelerate onboarding, 

maximize usage, and drive change management. Customers that opt for the 

Strategic package will also get access to executives of TetraScience’s Partner 

Network which will help them to get new industry insights.

By adding the Tetra Catalysts offering, you will be able to: 

   Leverage a complete product to handle the data of the entire value chain

   Gain data-related value in a logically sequenced and unified manner to     

   remove friction and optimize discovery and outcomes

   Minimize context shifting and errors via a dedicated and integrated team    

   of experts

   Ensure seamless data handoffs, maintaining integrity of the data model

   Lower your total-cost-of-ownership

   Reduce vendor and tool fragmentation, increasing accountability

   Build a strong and requisite foundation for advanced data science, machine  

   learning and artificial intelligence capabilities

   Most importantly, accelerate and improve scientific outcomes

Our engagement with 
TetraScience has been very
productive and the team 
assigned to us are very 
knowledgeable, proactive, 
and great to work with. 

Their prior experience with 
lab work is an asset when 
interfacing with our 
scientists and helps guide 
the system’s deployment 
and configuration. 

Looking forward to our 
continued partnership as 
we deploy and expand 
our TDP footprint.”

-  Sr Director Digital 

 Platforms,

 Biomanufacturing 

 Organization

Basic
 25% SBA and SDA
 Pooled resources

Advanced
 50% SBA and SDA

   Dedicated resources

Strategic
   100% SBA and SDA
   Dedicated resources

What do Tetra Catalysts include?

TetraScience offers different levels of engagement, Basic, Advanced and Strategic, allowing you to leverage 

TetraScience’s scientific and technical expertise based on your specific needs. 

Basic package 

The Basic package is focused on the identification and deployment of the most common use cases, which are 

scientific data workflows where automation has proven, high-value impact on the customer who deploys them. 

The Tetra Sciborgs (from a shared pool of resources) help to identify the as-is state, recommend improvement 

opportunities, use cases, and their impact and support their deployment through industry best practices.

Advanced package 

This package includes more exclusive engagement of the Tetra Sciborgs and additional user training, which is 

focused on the use cases for easier and better user implementation.

Strategic package 

The Strategic package provides maximum value to customers with three dedicated resources for the time of the 

engagement (SBA, SDA and SSE), access to Tetra U (the Tetra University Learning Management System) for 

comprehensive end user training to expand and maximize end user success, and periodic executive reports 

with actionable metrics. Strategically most relevant is the engagement on an executive level through 

interactions with executives from our Tetra Partner Network, partnering on strategic customer initiatives and 

leveraging the deep expertise of TetraScience in the life sciences data space, and the opportunity to join the 

Tetra advisory board to discuss features that are aligned with your digital transformation strategy.

Deployment

Tetra Catalysts cover key activities across the value chain from use case discovery to the design of the 

architecture to planning and implementation of the use cases. If you opt for the strategic package you will also 

get assessments of the impact and the business value.
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1.  Use Case Discovery

  a. As-Is state analysis – interviewing your scientists, analyzing the current state of    

    the workflows and documenting using detailed diagrams to show pain points and  

    areas for improvement

  b.  Identifying and prioritizing use cases – suggesting and agreeing on use cases     

    based on challenges to address and expected outcome

  c.  Risk analysis – identifying the disruptive impact of the change

  d.  Impact analysis - identifying the potential value of the change

2.  Architecture Design

  a.  To-Be state diagram – propose one or more ways of leveraging the Tetra Scientific  

    Data Cloud to accelerate and improve specific scientific use cases 

  b.  Identifying potential benefits for mutual goals – analyzing and quantifying the    

    potential value to be agreed on

3.  Planning & Implementation

  a.  Developing and managing project plan - creation of plan with milestones /      

     timelines, deliverables and responsibilities for the duration of the project;      

    monitoring and feedback on progress

  b.  Technical design and deployment of TetraScience solution - design and execution  

    of the deployment of the defined software solution

  c.  Implementing supported use cases

  d.  Operationalizing success metrics 

  e.  Use case verification - user acceptance testing (UAT) of agreed use cases

4.  Business Value & Impact Assessments (for Strategic Package only)

  a.  Training and enablement focused on maximizing the value of your scientific data

  b.  Best practices summary

  c.  Use case validation support – support of the customer who is validating the use    

    cases within their environment
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Executive Summary

TetraScience provides the world’s only Scientific Data Cloud, which collects, centralizes, and harmonizes 

scientific data to accelerate and improve scientific outcomes and support customers to improve human life. In 

order to help our customers maximize the value of the Tetra Scientific Data Cloud™, TetraScience has created a 

full-stack offering. The delivery of these full-stack capabilities through our Tetra Catalysts will help you to get a 

better understanding of your current state in your scientific data journey, identify opportunities for 

improvement beyond your initial scope, and optimize and speed the deployment for your specific scientific 

outcomes, based on best practices and industry trends. 

What is Tetra Catalysts? 

Tetra Catalysts is a natively built, seamless, end-to-end data 

engineering, science and outcomes-based “cloud-and-Sciborg” 

solution which can fundamentally transform science. It includes 

a set of integrated full-stack capabilities with the Tetra Scientific 

Data Cloud that includes the Tetra Data Platform, proven use 

cases for dedicated scientific data workflows, the Tetra Partner 

Network and the engagement of our "Sciborgs".

Our Sciborgs uniquely combine scientific and technology 

expertise, and deliver an outcome-based offering by deeply 

understanding the needs of scientists and helping your

respective IT teams translate those needs into cloud-based 

scientific data solutions. This helps customers, (i.e., laboratory informatics) working at the intersection of science 

and technology design their data workflows to support science. 

TetraScience’s Sciborgs, scientific business analysts (SBA) and scientific data architects (SDA) complete the 

offering that is focused on maximizing the value of the scientific data of our customers. Scientific support 

engineers (SSE) deliver additional premium support for those that select the Strategic package.  Together, the 

team assists customers on an ongoing basis in discovering use cases and expanding the usage of the Tetra 

Scientific Data Cloud.

SOLUTION BRIEF

Tetra Scientific Data Cloud -
Tetra Catalysts

Tetra Catalysts is a natively 
built, seamless, end-to-end 
data engineering, science 
and outcomes-based “cloud-
and-Sciborg” solution which 
can fundamentally transform 
science. 

           Tetra Catalysts

The Tetra Scientific Data Cloud comprises 
the Tetra Data Platform for connecting, 
centralizing and engineering scientific 
data in the cloud, value-added use 
cases, as well as  the Tetra Partner 
Network, the largest partner network in 
life sciences. Our Sciborgs, Scientific 
Business Analysts and Scientific Data 
Architects, are supported by Scientific 
Support Engineers and complete our 
offering to help you maximize the value 
of your scientific data as fast as 
possible.

A significant element of Tetra Catalysts is the scientific use cases. Based on our expertise in life sciences, 

TetraScience has identified key data workflows for specific scientific processes that are highly repeatable and 

impactful for organizations to accelerate their processes, and to improve the use of their scientific data for 

better insights and innovation.

Tetra Catalysts are productized packages that:

  Support you in the identification of suitable use cases to uncover new, high impact insights

  Enable you to leverage a higher number of use cases which leads to further accelerated scientific outcomes

  Guide you to see a faster and better implementation of the deployment by the end users (scientists, data   

  scientists, data engineers, IT staff)

  Help you through change management that might be needed to replatform scientific data to the cloud    

  and leverage it for gaining new scientific insights

The value of Tetra Catalysts

To reduce time to market and costs, organizations across the life sciences industry are in the process of digitally 

transforming their businesses. To gain value quickly from their initiatives, companies need to deploy the right 

solution fast and leverage it quickly across the whole enterprise. Tetra Catalysts allow the biopharma industry
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to maximize the value of the Tetra Scientific Data Cloud and to do so in as little 

time as possible. 

Tetra Scientific Data Cloud already helps organizations get significant value from 

their scientific data to accelerate and improve scientific outcomes. The delivery 

of Tetra Catalysts will provide these customers a better understanding of their 

current state, identify the most critical areas for improvement beyond their 

initial scope and optimize the deployment for their specific scientific outcomes 

based on industry best practices.  For common scientific processes, other life 

sciences organizations have already used the Tetra Scientific Data Cloud to 

optimize workflows. 

By leveraging this experience, new customers can accelerate onboarding, 

maximize usage, and drive change management. Customers that opt for the 

Strategic package will also get access to executives of TetraScience’s Partner 

Network which will help them to get new industry insights.

By adding the Tetra Catalysts offering, you will be able to: 

   Leverage a complete product to handle the data of the entire value chain

   Gain data-related value in a logically sequenced and unified manner to     

   remove friction and optimize discovery and outcomes

   Minimize context shifting and errors via a dedicated and integrated team    

   of experts

   Ensure seamless data handoffs, maintaining integrity of the data model

   Lower your total-cost-of-ownership

   Reduce vendor and tool fragmentation, increasing accountability

   Build a strong and requisite foundation for advanced data science, machine  

   learning and artificial intelligence capabilities

   Most importantly, accelerate and improve scientific outcomes

Our engagement with 
TetraScience has been very
productive and the team 
assigned to us are very 
knowledgeable, proactive, 
and great to work with. 

Their prior experience with 
lab work is an asset when 
interfacing with our 
scientists and helps guide 
the system’s deployment 
and configuration. 

Looking forward to our 
continued partnership as 
we deploy and expand 
our TDP footprint.”

-  Sr Director Digital 

 Platforms,

 Biomanufacturing 

 Organization

Basic
 25% SBA and SDA
 Pooled resources

Advanced
 50% SBA and SDA

   Dedicated resources

Strategic
   100% SBA and SDA
   Dedicated resources

What do Tetra Catalysts include?

TetraScience offers different levels of engagement, Basic, Advanced and Strategic, allowing you to leverage 

TetraScience’s scientific and technical expertise based on your specific needs. 

Basic package 

The Basic package is focused on the identification and deployment of the most common use cases, which are 

scientific data workflows where automation has proven, high-value impact on the customer who deploys them. 

The Tetra Sciborgs (from a shared pool of resources) help to identify the as-is state, recommend improvement 

opportunities, use cases, and their impact and support their deployment through industry best practices.

Advanced package 

This package includes more exclusive engagement of the Tetra Sciborgs and additional user training, which is 

focused on the use cases for easier and better user implementation.

Strategic package 

The Strategic package provides maximum value to customers with three dedicated resources for the time of the 

engagement (SBA, SDA and SSE), access to Tetra U (the Tetra University Learning Management System) for 

comprehensive end user training to expand and maximize end user success, and periodic executive reports 

with actionable metrics. Strategically most relevant is the engagement on an executive level through 

interactions with executives from our Tetra Partner Network, partnering on strategic customer initiatives and 

leveraging the deep expertise of TetraScience in the life sciences data space, and the opportunity to join the 

Tetra advisory board to discuss features that are aligned with your digital transformation strategy.

Deployment

Tetra Catalysts cover key activities across the value chain from use case discovery to the design of the 

architecture to planning and implementation of the use cases. If you opt for the strategic package you will also 

get assessments of the impact and the business value.
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1.  Use Case Discovery

  a. As-Is state analysis – interviewing your scientists, analyzing the current state of    

    the workflows and documenting using detailed diagrams to show pain points and  

    areas for improvement

  b.  Identifying and prioritizing use cases – suggesting and agreeing on use cases     

    based on challenges to address and expected outcome

  c.  Risk analysis – identifying the disruptive impact of the change

  d.  Impact analysis - identifying the potential value of the change

2.  Architecture Design

  a.  To-Be state diagram – propose one or more ways of leveraging the Tetra Scientific  

    Data Cloud to accelerate and improve specific scientific use cases 

  b.  Identifying potential benefits for mutual goals – analyzing and quantifying the    

    potential value to be agreed on

3.  Planning & Implementation

  a.  Developing and managing project plan - creation of plan with milestones /      

     timelines, deliverables and responsibilities for the duration of the project;      

    monitoring and feedback on progress

  b.  Technical design and deployment of TetraScience solution - design and execution  

    of the deployment of the defined software solution

  c.  Implementing supported use cases

  d.  Operationalizing success metrics 

  e.  Use case verification - user acceptance testing (UAT) of agreed use cases

4.  Business Value & Impact Assessments (for Strategic Package only)

  a.  Training and enablement focused on maximizing the value of your scientific data

  b.  Best practices summary

  c.  Use case validation support – support of the customer who is validating the use    

    cases within their environment
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             d.  Measuring the impact / ROI and iterate – measure and adapt the ROI at each state

             e.  Periodic executive report – delivering executive reports about achieved and      

               expected value creation

             f. Opportunity to join the Tetra advisory board – discuss requirements and        

              expectations to  influence the future roadmap of the product and delivery

 

Summary

With Tetra Catalysts, TetraScience delivers unprecedented benefits for life sciences organizations that want to 

gain the maximum value of their scientific data as fast as possible. We provide you with a complete industry 

offering of a unique cloud solution, deep domain expertise in science and technology, and access to the 

partners of the largest ecosystem of scientific innovators. We can help ensure your scientific data 

transformation journey is successful, support your digital transformation initiatives and augment the value of 

your scientific data to accelerate innovation and time-to-market.

tetrascience.com

TetraScience is The Scientific Data Cloud company with a mission to transform

life sciences, accelerate discovery, and improve and extend human life.

For more information on Tetra Scientific Data Cloud with Tetra Catalysts,

visit tetrascience.com
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